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*Inclusion* is an open submission eJournal, seeking manuscripts pertaining to the inclusion of people with intellectual and developmental disabilities in all aspects of life. All manuscripts that meet the aims, scope, and style guidelines of the journal are reviewed by the co-editors, editorial board members, and ad hoc reviewers in a blind-review process. *Inclusion* is published quarterly in an online-only format, enabling timely dissemination of emerging and promising research, policy, and practices.

Emphasis is placed on emerging research directions and practices that have direct implications for building systems of supports that enhance the inclusion of people with intellectual and developmental disabilities and promote enhanced quality of life outcomes. Articles must be accessible to an array of audiences interested in promoting the inclusion of people with intellectual and developmental disabilities. Preference will be given to original articles that describe promising practices and identify clear implications for the implementation of these practices in society.

**Editorial Policy** (available at [http://aaiddjournals.org/page/policy/incl](http://aaiddjournals.org/page/policy/incl))

The co-editors reserve the right to reject manuscripts that do not meet the standards contained in this Editorial Policy.

**Manuscript Submission**

*Inclusion* uses a Web-based manuscript submission and peer-review system called AllenTrack. Manuscripts must be submitted electronically to [http://inclusion.allentrack.net](http://inclusion.allentrack.net). All manuscripts are peer-reviewed by at least two and usually three anonymous reviewers selected by the co-editors.

**Accepted Manuscripts**

After a manuscript is accepted for publication by the co-editors, the remainder of the production process is coordinated by AAIDD’s Publications Program ([journals@aaidd.org](mailto:journals@aaidd.org)).

Interested authors are welcome to contact Co-editors Michael Wehmeyer ([wehmeyer@ku.edu](mailto:wehmeyer@ku.edu)) and Karrie Shogren ([kshogren@ku.edu](mailto:kshogren@ku.edu)).